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One Hour Translation notes 80% Spike in Russian Translations
NICOSIA, Cyprus, April 3, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- One Hour Translation today announced their
exclusive partnership with Translate.ru, the leading machine translation service provider in Russia
to offer expert, human translations for their customers. The partnership was a result of a global
trend of increasing demand to translate to and from Russian.
The partnership pairs two leaders in the translation world. One Hour Translation is the fastest
professional human translation service provider online with a community of more than 10,000
translators including experts in fields that are gaining traction in Russia including security,
software and renewable energy and IT. Translate.ru is the largest machine translation service
provider in Russia where users can now translate text instantly from Russian to seven other
languages free of charge. Now, together with One Hour Translation, the company also offers
quick professional translation at a reasonable price for more than 50 languages.
"The PROMT company, the leader in machine translation solutions in the Russian market, is glad
to establish partnership with a large provider of human translation service, One Hour Translation,"
said Alexey Lyapunov, Head of International Sales Department at The PROMT Company. "Our
companies work to achieve the same goal – to provide people from different countries with
solutions that help them to understand each other. Translate.Ru, our online service, became a
basic platform for the One Hour Translation service that provides immediate free of charge
translation to the main European languages."
One Hour Translation claims that the most popular languages being translated to and from
Russian are English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, Japanese and Chinese. As conditions in
the Russian economy improve, the company anticipates the trend to translate into Russian to
continue its dramatic growth.
"Over the last three years One Hour Translation has seen a phenomenal increase of 82 percent
in Russian translations that require expert translators," said Ofer Shoshan, CEO of One Hour
Translation. "Most of these customers are enterprises that need translations of RFPs, RFIs and
legal agreements. When a global enterprise needs to do business with a Russian company, all
those documents must be translated urgently back and forth."
About One Hour Translation
One Hour Translation is the web's leading Professional Translation Service, offering professional
translation services to thousands of business customers worldwide, 24/7 – thanks to a community
of over 10,000 certified translators. One Hour Translation provides translation services for 60
languages including Spanish translation – a translation process supported by robust technology
to assure top quality and speed.
You are welcome to visit us at - http://www.onehourtranslation.com/
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About Translate.ru
Translate.Ru online translation service was launched in 1998. Today it is one of the most popular
Internet resources that has the leading position in Runet ratings. Translate.Ru supports 25
translation directions for 7 European languages.
Contact:
David Goldman
The Cline Group
646.335.0268
david.goldman@theclinegroup.com
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